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We recently reported the first examples of asymmetric ring-
opening metathesis (AROM) of strained disubstituted cyclic
alkenes, followed by an intermolecular cross metathesis.1 The
initial ring-opening event is effected by the Mo-alkylidene
formed by the reaction of the catalyst with the terminal olefin
substrate. These tandem AROM/CM reactions, catalyzed by
optically pure complexes1a, 1b,2 and2,3 proceed efficiently, with
high alkene stereocontrol and with excellent enantioselection.
However, one notable drawback is that, if the disubstituted olefin
is not sterically protected (e.g., norbornene), competitive inter-
molecular reaction of the resulting Mo-alkylidene (AROM
adduct) with another molecule of the strained olefin leads to rapid
polymerization. To circumvent such shortcomings, we have
examined another tandem process involving a catalytic AROM
and an intramolecular ring-closing metathesis (RCM).The
transformations discussed here, proceed enantioselectiVely (>84%
ee) and proVide an exceptionally rapid entry to optically enriched
heterocycles that are not easily accessible by any other catalytic
asymmetric protocol (including other enantioselectiVe metathesis
reactions).4 This disclosure puts forth the first example of an
asymmetric variant of this tandem catalytic process.

The general strategy used in our studies (Scheme 1, triene3
used as example)5 deals with several important mechanistic
complexities that are distinct from the catalytic AROM/CM.1

Similar to the AROM/CM protocol,1 enantioselectivity should
depend on the kinetic asymmetric induction in the catalytic
AROM; regeneration of the starting cycloalkene (4 f 3) is likely
disfavored due to ring strain. A critical factor for the success of
this approach is that the transformation must be initiated site-
selectively and irreversibly at the central alkene to generate4

(with AROM/CM, catalyst initially reacts with the terminal olefin
substrate). If the sequence commences with a catalytic RCM (3
f 7 f 8), substantial amounts of achiral9 would be formed.
The latter pathway involves a Mo-alkylidene intermediate (8)
that would readily undergo a second closure to deliver9.
Moreover, the rate of catalytic AROM (3 f 4) must be faster
than that of the second closure (e.g.,5 f 9). That is, the overall
process will not afford optically enriched products unless RCM
of 4 to 5 represents a matched6 and rapid closure and that of5 to
9 (or 6 to the respective bicycle) constitutes a mismatched and
slow ring formation. Another potentially damaging factor is that
the subsequent catalytic RCM of chiral4 may afford dihydrofuran
5 or dihydropyran6. At the outset, it was unclear to us which
pathway, if any, would predominate.

As illustrated in Table 1 (entry 1), when3a (R ) H) is treated
with 5 mol % 1a for 10-15 min, 5a is isolated in only∼10%
yield but in>98% ee; meso9 is the major product (73%). When
3b (R ) Me) is subjected to the catalytic metathesis conditions
(entry 2),5b is obtained within 30 min in 92% ee and 69% yield
after silica gel chromatography.7 The latter finding indicates that
the ring-opened Mo-alkylidene (4) reacts faster with an internal
disubstituted alkene than with another unreacted cyclobutene, a
process that would afford oligomerization products. Furthermore,
it merits mention that: (i) In the above reactions, the correspond-
ing dihydropyran (cf. 6) is not observed (<2%). (ii) The
subsequent RCM completely inhibits adventitious polymerization,
such that even high dilution conditions are not necessary.

When a similar protocol is applied to bicyclic meso triene10a
in the presence of 5 mol %1a (R ) H, entry 3),11a is obtained
in 98% ee (76%). In contrast to3a, the derived meso bicycle is
no longer the major product. Only 1 mol %1b (entry 4) is
sufficient to initiate reaction with10a; these conditions deliver
less meso bicycle (2% vs 20%; cf.9, Scheme 1), but also lower
amounts of11a are formed with diminished enantioselectivity
(84 vs 98% ee).8 Catalytic reactions of the more substituted10b
are promoted by 2 mol %1b to afford 11b in 98% ee (84%)
within 15 min (entry 5). In this instance, catalyst1a is less
effective than1b (compare entries 5 and 6).9

Unlike the processes shown in Table 1, in the reactions
presented in Table 2 formation of a meso bicycle is not feasible.
The more reactive1b effects12 f 13 in 72% ee (65% conv in
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7 h).10 With the sterically more demanding catalyst1a, <2%
product is formed (entry 2, Table 2). When the reaction is
conducted in the presence of 10 mol % diallyl ether (14), 85%
conv is observed within 24 h and13 is isolated in 92% ee (54%).
The positive influence of14 is likely due to the initial formation
of the more reactive chiral metal-methylidene complex (LnMod
CH2) which can readily initiate the catalytic AROM of the
sterically demanding12 (compared to the starting neophylidenes
1a or 1b).11

In contrast to diene12, the stereoisomeric15 (Scheme 2), in
the presence of1a, 1b, or 2, is converted to oligomeric products.
The more exposed bicyclic alkene likely reacts intermolecularly

with the Mo-alkylidene in preference to undergoing an intramo-
lecular RCM. To address this complication, the ROM/ARCM
sequence in Scheme 2 was devised. Treatment of15 with the
less reactive (PCy3)2Cl2RudC(H)Ph5 (16) in the presence of
ethylene (1 atm) results in the formation of17 (78%). Subjection
of 17 to 4 mol % 1b affords 18 in >99% ee (84%).12,13 By
eliminating the presence of the reactive bicyclic olefin, while the
catalytic RCM takes place (preformation of17), oligomerization
is circumvented, and the optically pure heterobicycle is obtained.

The stereochemical outcomes in the catalytic AROM processes
discussed above may be due to the stereoselective approach of
the reactive cyclic alkene to the chiral Mo complex (I , Scheme
3).14 Association of the substrate and the chiral complex is
expected to occur from the face opposite to the protrudingt-Bu
unit of the biphen group (front face of the complex, Scheme 3).15

Approach of the alkene through modeII would lead to unfavor-
able steric interactions.16

The development of Mo-catalyzed asymmetric variants of other
metathesis-based transformations, and their applications to target-
oriented synthesis,17 are in progress.18

Supporting Information Available: Experimental procedures and
spectral and analytical data for all reaction products (PDF). This material
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Table 1. Desymmetrication of Trienes by Tandem Asymmetric
Mo-Catalyzed Ring-Opening/Ring-Closing Metathesisa

a Conditions: Ar atm, 22°C. b By GLC (internal standard).c By 400
MHz 1H NMR analysis.d Isolated yield of purified products by silica
gel chromatography.e By chiral GLC (CD-GTA).

Table 2. Enantioselective Desymmetrization of Dienes by Tandem
Mo-Catalyzed Ring-Opening/Ring-Closing Metathesisa

a -cSee Table 1.d By chiral GLC (CD-GTA).

Scheme 2

Scheme 3
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